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Magical Medicine

The Lacnunga is the text mostly related to Magic. “Lacnunga” means “healings” or “cures” 

text was poorly translated, multiple people added to it, and has no real theme besides 

having a high percentage of magical charms for healing. (Voigts, 250)

110. “Against a man’s daily inward infirmity: take waybread, put it into wine, sip the juice and 

eat the herbs; then it avails against every internal evil.

95. “Against eruptions and blains: holy Christ was born and holy Christ suffered and holy 

Christ returned from the dead, holy you will be able to triumph.”

118. “If a horse or other animal be shot: take dock’s seed and Scottish wax; let a mass-

priest sing twelve masses over them and put holy water on; and put it on the horse then, or 

whatever animal it be; have the herbs always with you.” 

“Lionfoot”-”This herb, which one calls ‘pedem leonis’ and by another name ‘lionfoot’, is 

produced in open land and in ditches and in reed-beds. 1. If someone be in the affliction 

that he be ‘bewitched’ you can unbind him then; take five bushes of this plant which we 

named lionfoot, boil in water under a waning moon and wash him with it and lead him out of 

the house before nightfall and waft him with the plant.” (Herbarium, 291)

“Dragonwort”-” This herb which one calls ‘dracontea’ and by another name ‘dragonwort’, it is 

said that it is supposed to be produced from dragon’s blood; it is produced on the higher 

parts of mountains where there are groves, especially in holy places and in the land which 

one calls Apulia; it grows on stony ground, it is soft to the touch and sweet in taste and in 

smell like a green chestnut; and the roots below are like a dragons head. 2. For bone-

braking take the root of this same plant and pound with grease such that you can make a 

poultice, then it draws the broken bone out of the body; you must take this plant in the 

month which is called july” (Herbarium, 295)

“Mandrake mandregara”-”theis plant which one calls ‘mandragora’ is large and splendid in 

appearance and it is effective; you must take it in this manner: when you come to it, you will 

know it in that it shines at night like a lantern; when you first see its head, then mark round it 

very quickly with iron lest it flee, its power is so great and so splendid that it will very soon 

escape from an unclean man when he comes towards it, for which reason you mark round 

it, as we said before, with iron, and you must dig around it so that you do not touch it with 

the iron but you must vigorously dig up the earth with an ivory wand, and when you see its 

hands and feet, bind them, then take the other end and tie it to a dog’s neck-let the dog be 

hungry, then throw meat in front of him so that he may not reach it unless he should pull up 

the plant; concerning this plant it is said that is has such great might that whatever thing 

pulls it up, it will shortly be betrayed the same way, whereby as soon as ou see that it be 

drawn up and you have control of it, take it straightaway in your hand and twist it and wring 

the juice from the leaves into a glass vessel” (Herbarium, 347)

http://botany.cz/cs/mandragora/

Conditions
The environment played a role in Anglo-Saxon medicine. 

“Archaeological evidence shows that most people living in this northern 

climate lived in small, damp, dark hovels, probably of one room, heated 

by a fire with an opening in the roof through which smoke was 

supposed to escape.” (M.L. Cameron)

Rational Medicine

Millennia copper-used to prevent and treat bacterial infections. Its salts are cytotxic, killing all 

living cells. Reasons behind many recipies calling for the user to “boil in a small copper pan”.

Bald’s Leechbook: “make an eye salve for a stye: take cropleac ‘onion’ and garlic equal amounts 

of both, pound well together, take wine and bull’s gall equal amount of both, mix with the ‘leeks’, 

then put in a brass vessel, let stand for nine nights in the brass vessel, strain through a cloth and 

clear well, put in a horn and about night time put on the eye with a feather; the best remedy. 

(Cameron pg119)

-Onion and garlic are antibiotics, garlic juice inhibiting the growth species of 

staphylococcus and other bacteria. Bull’s gall has detergent properties against gram-positive 

bacteria. Medieval wine would have contained a generous amount of acetic acid as well as 

tartarates from fermentation. These would react with the copper of the brass vessel to form 

copper salts, killing all the bacteria. Some tissue would be loss but the infection would be clears. 

(Cameron Pg119-120)

garlic, copper salts, onion, bull’s gall- would be used for and beneficial in infections including 

those of the eyes- People saw the results of these recipies even with no knowledge of bacterial 

pathogens. (Cameron pg120)

“The use of bumble-bee honey, of a brass vessel, and the heating over glowing coals instead of 

over an ordinary fire, together with “skillfully, cunningly” was seen as magically. –Really honey 

and celandine juice are both rather thick liquids and burn easily when heated-explains need for 

gentle fire and care in the cooking.-remedy for the eye (Cameron pg 121)

Lacnunga- “for a swelling, take root of lily and shoot of elder and leaf of porleek and shred very 

small and pound thoroughly and put on a thick cloth and bind on”—modern herbalist mrs. 

Grienve “Owing to their highly mucilaginous properties, the bulbs of the lily are chiefly employed 

externally, boiled in milk or water, as emollient cataplasms for tumors, ulcers, and external 

inflammations and have been much used for this purpose in popular practice. The fresh bulb, 

bruised and applied to hard tumors, softens and ripens them sooner than any other applications.” 

(Cameron ph122) garlic sometimes applied to disperse hard swellings.

Plantains contain aucubin, a potent antibiotic. Antibiotic activity against bacteria for skin 

infections, throat and mouth infections and for tetanus respectively. (Cameron pg123)

Of the 48 remedies containing plantain in the three Leechbooks, 25 are for conditions where its 

antibiotic properties would have been beneficial. (Cameron pg124)

In the Leechbooks remedies for wounds and for lung disease –lichen is an ingredient.- use for 

animal bites and lung disease seem appropriate. Today Iceland moss and species of Cladonia 

are boiled in milk and the lichen-milk is drunk to treat cough and pulmonary tuberculosis-----

Anglo-Saxon physicians recognized the therapeutic value (Cameron pg125)

Rue-source of rutin a flavonoid related to hesperidin and quercitrin, which is used as a capillary 

antihaemorrhagic and corrective of capillary permeability.

Rue is an ingredient used in 36 remedies in the leechnooks, of these about 2/3 are prescribed for 

ailments for which rue is still recommended in modern herbals (Cameron pg125-126)

Herbarium- remedy for bloated stomach or intestines- recipe by adding garlic mustard to a 

decoction of pennyroyal. Has well kown carminative properties but garlic mustard supplies 

deobstruent and digestive ones as well to make a medicine of wider scope. 

The Three Anglo-Saxon Herbal Texts

Bald’s Leechbook Lacnunga

http://www.capitalbay.news/news/767198-medieval-potion-made-out-of-onions-garlic-wine-and-bile-from-a-cow-s-stom ach-can-kill-hospital-superbugs.html

http://agrigirl.com/2013/12/29/chicken-with-glory-twig-one-common-plate/, http://wyrtig.com/GardenFolklore/NineHerbsPrayer.htm )

Pseudo-Apuleius Herbarium

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/570549846516404130/ http://bibliodyssey.blogspot.com/2007/01/pseudo-apuleius-herbarium.html

Introduction:
This poster and research discusses the herbal medicine used in the medieval 

time period from the Anglo-Saxon’s. A lot of people looked at these texts and 

disregarded them as “charms” or “spells” and left an important part of history out. 

That piece of history is that all of this herbal medicine was not just magical spells 

they hoped would work, some of their recipes actually did heal medically. Even 

some specific plants are used today by modern Herbalists.

Conclusion:

Medicine has come a long way since the medieval times, many things have changed and yet some that have stayed the same. 

Religion is still a part of the medicine world, there is usually a chapel of some sort in hospitals. People turn to religion when in 

medical need, but we now have evolved from the magical aspects of the medicine world. We know that Anglo-Saxon remedies 

came from plants. Today at least one-quarter of the drugs in medicine are from plants or prepared synthetically to copy plant 

products. Many of these same plants used today in modern medicine were used in Ancient times as well. Today we have more 

and more people going the holistic and natural route of medicine and we can actually look back at some of these recipes from 

this time period,  “Anglo-Saxon were probably as good as those recommended by herbalists today”. The Anglo-Saxon’s did not 

in a long shot know everything there was about medicine or even close to that, but despite the doubters like Charles Singer, 

some ingredients contained substances that were therapeutic and beneficial. These recipes show that they were based on the 

result of long and patient observation of the effects of various medicine.  (Cameron pg122) 

http://agrigirl.com/2013/12/29/chicken-with-glory-twig-one-common-plate/
http://wyrtig.com/GardenFolklore/NineHerbsPrayer.htm
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/570549846516404130/
http://bibliodyssey.blogspot.com/2007/01/pseudo-apuleius-herbarium.html

